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Introduction

Marieke went to the New Material Award in 
Het Nieuwe Instituut in Rotterdam. TheNew 
Material Award introduces the designs of the 
future. The winning designs will contribute 
to a better and more sustainable society. 
We chose two projects we found interesting. 
CaCO3 a project by Laura Lynn Janssen & 
Thomas Vailly and GraphLight a graduation 
project from Niels Datema. We studied the 
materials and found out if they are really  
contribute to a better and more sustainable 
society?

“If the are really a contribute to  
better and more sustainable society?“



CaCo3

Laura Lynn and Thomas were always fascinated  
by natural processes. Together with scientists, 
geologist and craftsmen, they studied the 
geological process of sedimentation in the 
French region Auvergne (that’s nearby Lyon), 
that is a non active volcanic area. They rese-
arch a dozen kilometer long cracks.  
All along this crack, thermo-mineral springs 
can be found. Deep down, warm water starts 
a 40-year-subterranean course to the surface 
of the earth. On its way it wil collect a lot of 
carbon dioxide and calcium carbonate. When 
reaching the surface, water ventilate, causing 
the evaporation of carbon dioxide and calcium 
carbonate to settle onto any object or vegeta-
tion placed under. Conclusion with CaCo3,  
objects will grow into stone. Around the places 
you have a wide variation of color and texture 
of the stones (because of the iron content). 

The objects they placed under the stalactites  
in the cave where less then 1 mm and they 
grow a lot. The materials are light and shining 
after 45 days. After 90 days of petrification it  
is heavy and glittering as sugar candy. When the  
objects are next to each other you see the time 
of creation. 

The objects stays very exclusive because of 
the proces. But when a customer asks to  
create for example a bowl the client can choose 
the amount of days and the location.  
(different thickness, color and structure) 

Laura and Thomas are stil working on this 
project but the focus is now on other locations 
and new possibilities, different scale and new 
natural processes. 
 
 
 
 
Objects change into stone. 



The material: Calcium carbonate 
(CaCO3)

It’s a mix of carbon, oxygen and calcium.  
It is a common material found in rocks, in all 
parts of the world. Calcium carbonate is a 
salt. In the pure state, it is a white material, 
it doesn’t soluble in water. It only soluble in 
acid. Calcium carbonate is widely used as a 
building material, and that is because of his 
great applications as structural element and 
as a decorative element. In agriculture calcium 
carbonate called: lime, can be used as a soil 
improver. The lime neutralizes the acids 
present. The scale of eggs, snail shells and 
shellfish has a largely composed of calcium 
carbonate.

1 day, 45 days, 90 days. Wide variation of color and texture of the stones.



environmental

social economic

Changes are by nature
Create new fossils

Lot of interests in this 
products

Less use of raw material, 
only 3d print

Work together with geologist, 
scientists and craftmen

Unique (identity)
It’s a special materiaal, 
and that gives it some-
thing specials to tell to 
the people



GrapLight 

In 2013 Niels is graduated from the design 
academy. At the end of his study he focused 
on the course “activity”. In activity you can 
do a lot of things. It is about products and 
the use of them. He started his own company 
when he was at the academy. He moved to 
Mallorca for love and for the different kind of 
materials. The project GraphLight was his  
graduation project. During this project he some-
times went too deep into the research. 

Niels is a designer who started with the  
material and the element where the material 
is famous for. At GrapLight this started with 
the conduction of graphite. In graphite you 
have different kind of hardnesses, this is visible 
 in pencils: H and B. Graphite is a material 
between carbon and diamond. Graphite is not 
easy to buy. For this project Niels went to a 
company who worked with graphite through 
them he has gotten the graphite he needed. 
When you want to make graphite you have to 
put a mixture of carbon and clay on a circle. 
This circle rotates, it takes a month to make a 
full rotation. Part of this circle is inside and  
a part of it is outside the oven. In this way, 
the mixture can heat up and cool down slowly. 
The graphite is done after one rotation

During the project Niels made graphite him-
self. The first time he tried to make graphite 
he put the mixture in a gas oven. But when 
you make graphite you have to put it in a  

 
 
vacuum oven. He tried it again, and it succee-
ded this time. The graphite became slowly 
visible. 

To produce graphite on a big scale you need 
a lot of money. Graphite for GrapLight can be 
produced in the factory were he bought  
graphite before. To safe material and time  
it’s better to create a template where the 
mixture can be squeezed in. At the moment 
the lamps are made on a lathe. Because of 
the money problem it is not yet possible to 
make the lamps on a bigger scale. 

First tests, no air free oven. 

Air free oven. 



It is not possible to buy GraphLight, there 
are now eight prototypes. When there is a 
template and you order 100 lamps it costs 90 
euros for the graphite alone. Above the 90 
euros you have to pay for  the other materials 
like the wiring and LED. The normal shopping 
prices is 5 times the price it takes to make 
them. That is why GrapLight is too expensive 
at the moment. 

The environmental impact of this lamps has 
two sides, on one side it’s not because the 
process to make graphite is expensive. On 
the other hand is the light itself only takes 9 
watts of power. The material is not dangerous 
for humans, in a lot of food they use graphite. 
Medicine like Norrit use carbon because carbon 
is a purifying substance. 

Graphite is a material which you can compare 
with ceramic. Ceramic breaks quickly. The 8 
prototypes Niels made are still in one piece. 
At the Dutch Design Week there were a couple 
of lights presented. In the dutch design week 
different kind of people come to the exhibition, 
some people wrote with this light because 
the thought it was fun. Also one time the 
light felt down on the ground. The light only 
dented. 

Our conclusion about GraphLight is that the 
product is longevous. It does not break fast, 
and it is possible to wright with the product 
(although this is not the intention). Such as 
you can read above this product it not cheap 
to produce, because the product has to be in 
the oven for one month. The material graphite 
is durable, it works purgative and it has cheap 
raw materials.

The material: Graphite (C)
Graphite is almost entirely made of carbon 
atoms. Graphite is one of the softest solid 
elemental materials. As a carbon material, 
Graphite has a number of properties for a 
non-metal. First, it’s a electrical conductor. 
And because it is a soft material and a con-
ductor of electricity, it is often used in panto-
graphs and potentiometers. Graphite can also 
inhibit neutrons and that is used in a nuclear 
power station. Carbon is resistant to very 
high temperatures, it is chemically neutral so 
it does not react with other chemicals. For 
example, you can have a tank with acid, and 
with a inside made of carbon, it can’t burn 
out. Graphite has a melting point of 3500  
degrees centigrate.



environmental

social economic

9 Watt led light
No corrosion

High durability

Work with cheap raw  
material, carbon and clay
Different factory’s.

Light itself is  
cheap in use

More production in factory’s, 
shops and employment.

Unique (identity)
Human need light
Light meeans safety  
and warmt. 



Conclusion

After the research and the interviews we 
found out that these two materials are  
indeed a contribute to a better and more 
sustainable society. CaCo3 will be a unique 
product, more an art product than a product 
for using. The environmental impact is minimal, 
only for the 3d printed object you need a little 
bit of plastic. For GraphLight the environ-
mental impact of this lamps has two sides. 
On one hand is the light itself only takes 9 
watts of power, and the lamp has no corrosion 
because it is a strong material. On the other 
hand it is not sustainable because the pro-
cess to make graphite is expensive. When 
that proces changes, the use of the graphite 
is a good innovation for the future. 


